A small sodium channel blocking factor in the cerebrospinal fluid is preferentially found in Guillain-Barré syndrome: a combined cell physiological and HPLC study.
The cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of patients with Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) contains a low molecular weight factor with sodium channel blocking activity. This study investigated whether such activity also exists in the CSF of patients with other neurological diseases. Further, using high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) we tested whether the electrophysiological effect of the CSF is correlated with the size of the corresponding peak in the chromatograms. The existence of sodium channel blocking activity was tested in 27 native CSF samples of three groups of patients (group 1: GBS, n = 13; group 2: other inflammatory diseases, n = 8; group 3: controls, n = 6). NH15-CA2 neuroblastoma x glioma cells in the whole-cell recording configuration was used as a system for assaying the sodium channel blocking activity of CSF specimens. CSF shifted the steady-state inactivation curve of the sodium channels reversibly by -10.2 +/- 4.4 mV in group 1, -6.7 +/- 3.9 mV in group 2, and - 3.5 +/- 2.8 mV in group 3 (P < 0.01). The shift was greater in demyelinating (9.3 +/- 4.7 mV) than in nondemyelinating (5.6 +/- 3.9 mV) diseases (P < 0.04). HPLC analysis of CSFs showed a well separated peak containing the substance responsible for the electrophysiological effect at about 41 min elution time. The peak covered the molecular weight range of 600-800 Da. Sodium channel blocking activity of CSFs and areas of the corresponding peak in the chromatograms were well correlated. We conclude that sodium current inhibition by a low molecular weight factor is generally present but increased in GBS.